
THE POWER OF COLLABORATION

IN CORPORATE ENVIRONMENTS

The pandemic of COVID-19 changed workers behave all around the world, security protocols were adopted and 
decisions were made for the well-being and safety of the employees. Remote collaboration is a hard task if there 
are no proper tools to manage it.

On the other hand working at home can be a challenging experience: worries about noise around the computer, 
low image quality, slow connection, lack of privacy, and many other unpleasant situations. 

Following all the safety protocols, companies chose to operate in a hybrid environment, where the employees can 
choose days to go to the office, maintaining the connection between their colleagues and booting the energy for 
new collaborations. 

MultiVis Meeting is the Unified Visual Solution that simplifies the way local meetings and videoconferences runs. 
The solution features wireless screen-sharing, one-click video conferencing, dashboards, and remote multi 
mouse control, all on the same screen and with automatic content adjustment.
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FEATURES

wireless solution for presentation,
interaction and collaboration
among teams

Designed for  Huddle Rooms, 
Meeting Rooms and War Rooms

Smooth and fast user interface  

Display of several desktops
simultaneously

HDMI input (optional)

Automatic windows arrangement 

Collaboration among all meeting
attendees

Safe presentations 
from laptop

Web user interface
(no software installation required)

Sign in by Token

Desktop and application sharing

Audio server for integration with
receiver/amplifier

Single Workspace for
the entire Video Wall
or standalone displays

Compatible with 
Windows, Linux, Mac,
iOS and Android

Data Encryption 
and strong security

Smart Pointer

Custom Application Integration
(e.g. Tableau, Youtube, Grafana etc)

Media Browser
(Videos, Images and PDFs)

Automatic video conference

Easy and faster to connect: 
no cables required

Support for the main video
conferencing solutions
available in the market

Compatible with Google G Suite
(Google Meet and Calendar)

Allows users to connect,
collaborate, and share 
informationeasily 

Unique and innovative image 

management system,  designed 

for critical environments that 

demands high availability and 

reliability.

Features that allows collaboration 

between multiple operators and 

teams physically distributed in 

different locations. 

   

TECHNOLOGY MOBILITY

Agile software tool for data 

handling and distributing.  No 

matter where the recipients are 

located, whether inside or 

outside the Command Center.

COLLABORATION

Secure multiuser platform based 

on the most up-to-date security 

procedures and high-level  

encryption.

SECURITY


